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Abstract—Data security, which is concerned with the confidentiality, integrity and availability of data, is still challenging the
application of wireless mesh networks (WMNs). In this paper, we
focus on a special type of denial-of-service attack, called selective
forwarding or grey hole attack. When this attack is launched
at the gateways of a WMN where data tend to aggregate, it
could lead to severe damages due to loss of sensitive data. Most
existing proposals that focus on detecting stand-alone attackers
via channel overhearing are ineffective against collusive attackers. In this paper, we propose a forwarding assessment based
detection (FADE) scheme to mitigate collaborative grey hole
attacks. Specifically, FADE detects sophisticated attacks by means
of forwarding assessments aided by two-hop acknowledgement
monitoring. Moreover, FADE can coexist with contemporary link
security techniques. We analyze the optimal detection threshold
that minimizes the sum of false positive rate and false negative
rate of FADE, considering the network dynamics due to degraded
channel quality or medium access collisions. Extensive simulation
results are presented to demonstrate the adaptability of FADE to
network dynamics and its effectiveness in detecting collaborative
grey hole attacks.
Index Terms—Wireless mesh network, collaborative grey hole
attack, two-hop acknowledgement, forwarding assessment based
detection, optimal detection thresholds

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

IRELESS mesh network (WMN) [1] has recently
emerged as a promising technology to provide better
services to user terminals for applications such as community
networking, ubiquitous wireless broadband Internet access,
etc. In 2012, IEEE released an up-to-date version of the
IEEE 802.11 Standard [2] including a specification of mesh
networking. However, WMNs are susceptible to security issues
due to its shared medium, multi-hop relay, lack of physical
protection and aggregated traffic. Similar to wireless sensor
networks (WSNs), WMNs are multi-hop networks. Thus,
they are vulnerable to various routing protocol attacks, such
selective forwarding [3], blackhole [4], wormhole [5] and
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sinkhole [6] attacks.
In this paper, we investigate the selective forwarding attack,
also known as the grey hole attack, due to its serious threats to
some data-sensitive applications such as heath-care monitoring
and fire monitoring. Specifically, the motivation of selecting
this attack for studies stems from two points: 1) Smarter and
more powerful mobile devices are promoting the development
and deployment of data-centric mobile applications. Emerging
WMNs enable mobile terminals to access critical services
over the global communication infrastructure anytime and
anywhere. Thus, providing secure and reliable data delivery in
this environment is an important requirement. 2) In WMNs,
wireless mesh routers (MRs) are vulnerable to be captured by
attackers due to software vulnerabilities in mobile operating
systems and lack of physical protection. A compromised, malicious router can silently discard data packets to degrade the
network performance. The difficulty of detecting the presence
of such attacks in the presence of normal packet losses requires
more in-depth studies in order to enable robust data delivery. In
this attack, malicious nodes forward control packets normally
but selectively drop data packets. The attack could lead to
serious damage when sensitive data are lost. Moreover, since
network traffic in a WMN aggregates at a special type of MR,
called the gateway, which connects the mesh backbone with
the global network. Thus, an attacker can advertise a route
with the minimum cost to the gateway, then it can selectively
drop data packets received from upstream MRs. While most of
the existing studies on selective forwarding attacks [5] [7] [8]
[9] focus on detecting stand-alone attackers based on channel
overhearing, we examine a more sophisticated scenario in
which multiple malicious nodes perform collaborative grey
hole attacks. In addition, some security features like per-link
encryption provided by [2] render existing detection solutions
that rely on channel overhearing unusable. Therefore, it is
important to develop novel methods that are compatible with
contemporary link layer protection schemes. In this paper,
we propose a forwarding assessment based detection (FADE)
scheme to address the above two challenges.
The main contributions of this work are as follows:
1) We propose FADE, which combines downstream assessments and end-to-end assessments to detect sophisticated grey
hole attacks. FADE uses fast hashing and digital signature
techniques to protect packets against manipulation, replay and
masquerading attacks at MRs. Besides, FADE is able to detect
malicious accusation attack and counterfeit mark attack by
examining the opinions of forwarding assessments. A two-hop
acknowledgement mechanism is integrated with forwarding
assessments to make FADE compatible with enhanced link
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layer security such as that specified in [2]. Therefore, the
FADE scheme and link-by-link protection can coexist to
reinforce the security of WMNs.
2) We perform a theoretical analysis to determine the
optimal detection thresholds of FADE to minimize the sum
of false positive and false negative rates, taking into account
of normal packet losses due to poor channel quality and
medium access collisions. Extensive simulations confirm our
analysis and demonstrate that the detection thresholds can be
effectively adjusted under varying network conditions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The next
section reviews the related work. Section III presents the
system model and some assumptions. Section IV gives a
detailed description of FADE. Section V analyzes the selection
of detection thresholds in the presence of normal losses.
Section VI presents extensive simulation results to illustrate
the advantages of FADE. Section VII concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In the past few years, motivated by the wide applications
and security challenges of WSNs, many schemes to counter
selective forwarding attacks in WSNs have been proposed,
such as MDT [3], CHEMAS [10], LEDS [11] and UnMask [5].
Based on their functionalities, these schemes may be classified
into four categories: 1) Attack detection schemes [4] [12].
Their goal is to detect the presence of selective forwarding
attacks. However, they are not able to or concerned with
locating the attackers. Complementary restoration schemes
should be used with these identification schemes to eliminate
the impacts of such attacks. 2) Malicious node detection
schemes. They aim at identifying malicious nodes. Basically,
these schemes require complex countermeasures to achieve
the goal, such as incremental hash authentication scheme
[13], location binding, checkpoint selection [10], and network
flow analysis [6]. 3) Robustness reinforcement methods. These
methods mainly focus on enhancing reliability of data delivery
under selective forwarding attacks. There are two promising
techniques that involve introducing redundancy [3] [11] or
uncertainty [10]. 4) Attack resilient protocols [5] [14] [15]
[16]. A notable characteristic of these protocols is that security
and resiliency to attacks are considered in the design phase.
The resilient protocols are intrinsically capable of defeating
attacks because secure routing and key management are both
considered in most cases. However, they are also complex and
resource consuming, thus attack resilient protocols should be
carefully designed in order to trade-off security with efficiency.
Due to the nature of strategic interactions between malicious
nodes and intrusion detectors, game theoretic approaches [17]
have been studied to optimize the defense against selective
forwarding attacks in WSNs, e.g., by selecting the route with
the highest average utility value [18] and detecting malicious
nodes using selected points on the forward path [19].
The channel aware detection (CAD) algorithm [9] differentiates selective forwarding misbehavior from normal losses
caused by medium access collisions or poor channel quality
based on channel estimation and traffic monitoring. If the
monitored loss rate exceeds the estimated loss rate, those nodes
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are identified as grey hole attackers. One key disadvantage of
CAD is that it fails to detect collusive attacks, which will
be discussed in detail in the next section. Therefore, in [20]
the authors extend CAD by proposing a channel appraisal
method to detect colluding selective forwarding attacks. This
method includes two phases: channel-aware detection and
detection of colluding nodes. The first phase utilizes CAD
to detect malicious behaviors, while the second phase further
analyzes the suspicious nodes that are detected in the first
phase to identify colluding nodes. However, the performance
of this method depends highly on the effectiveness of CAD.
Hence, if some sophisticated attacks evade detection by the
CAD algorithm, then they will successfully evade detection
by the method in [20] as well. Other traffic monitoring based
detection methods can be found in [21] [22] [23] [24]. The
methods in [23] [24] are robust against collaborative grey hole
attacks. A hash function based method is proposed in [23]
to generate node behavioral proofs that contain information
from both received data packets and forwarding paths. The
intermediate node uses a random number and the received
packet to calculate the new proof of the packet and the
forwarding path. Moreover, the authors proved some theorem
to show that the hash based method could defend against
collusive attacks. Many contemporary WMNs employ perlink encryption, as specified in [2], which makes overhearing
based detection methods ineffective [25]. Thus, novel security
solutions should be designed to work with the per-link security
schemes.
In addition to traffic monitoring based methods, secure
routing protocols for WMNs have also been studied extensively [8] [26] [27] [28] [29]. In [28], the authors proposed
a source-routed, link-state, multi-path routing protocol with a
probabilistic twist, called Sprout, which is resilient to attacks
owing to probabilistic route generations and probabilistic route
selections with route performance feedback. Based on the linkstate graph constructed through a secure link-state dissemination protocol, the route generation phase quickly finds a
highly diverse set of routes, then the route selection phase
balances the exploration of new routes with the exploitation
of known, active routes using route performance feedbacks
to achieve a good tradeoff between security and performance
under different attacks. However, it is possible that this method
may select some polluted routes, with a higher probability in
a network scenario with a lower route diversity. In addition,
some robustness reinforcement methods, e.g., multi-path transmissions [29], public key infrastructure and quality of service
guarantee [30], are also feasible for use in WMNs because
MRs with multiple interfaces typically have higher processing,
storage, and energy capacities.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL AND A SSUMPTIONS
A. Network Model
Generally speaking, WMN architectures can be classified
into three groups according to the functionality and the mobility of the nodes, namely infrastructure based WMNs, client
WMNs and hybrid WMNs [1]. In this paper, we consider
a multi-interface infrastructure WMN, where stationary MRs
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Fig. 1. Collaborative grey hole attack in a network with one source (S), one
destination (G) and two malicious nodes (R2 and R3 ) that act in collusion.

form an infrastructure for mesh clients (MCs) to access mobile
services. One or more MRs serve as gateways that aggregate
traffic from MCs and relay network traffic between the WMN
and the global Internet. On the other hand, all mobile MCs
directly communicate with some mesh access points (MAPs).
Thus the WMN can provide Internet connectivity as well
as end-to-end communications for MCs via multi-hop packet
transmissions over MRs.
B. Collaborative Attack Model
Since MRs are typically deployed outdoors without strong
physical protection, an adversary may compromise some MRs
through physical capture or software vulnerabilities and then
have full control of these MRs. Afterwards, the adversary gains
access to all sensitive data in the captured MRs such as group
keys, public and private keys. Furthermore, the adversary can
instruct the captured MRs to behave in a malicious manner,
e.g., selectively dropping data packets. Most of the routing
protocols designed for wireless multi-hop networks, e.g., Ad
hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) [31] and Hybrid
Wireless Mesh Protocol (HWMP) [2], assume that all nodes
faithfully forward packets. Since these routing protocols aim to
maintain network connectivity and a high network throughput,
they are designed without self-contained security. The sinkhole
attack [6] is a typical threat to these routing protocols. Malicious nodes that are present in the forwarding paths of data
packets can launch selective forwarding attacks at any time.
Several detection schemes and secure routing protocols have
been proposed to identify or to bypass malicious nodes [9]
[26]. However, they are not very effective against collaborative
grey hole attacks, as demonstrated by the following example.
In Fig. 1, a data flow originated from the source MAP S
and terminated at the destination gateway G goes through a
forwarding path with four intermediate MRs, namely R1 , R2 ,
R3 and R4 . We assume that R2 and R3 are compromised MRs
that act in collusion. It is possible that both R2 and R3 coexist
on the forwarding path by advertising that the path including
these two compromised nodes has the highest quality. The
second attacker, i.e., R3 , is responsible for dropping data
packets.
To clarify the attacking effects of collaborative grey hole
attacks, two assumptions are made in our example: 1) Errorfree wireless channel. Packets are dropped only due to the
attacks; 2) No per-link encryption. Channel overhearing is
possible. Taking CAD [9] as an example, we now demonstrate
how the collaborative grey hole attack evades detection.
As indicated in [9], the kernel modules of CAD perform upstream and downstream traffic monitoring. They are the basis
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of attack detection and identification of compromised nodes.
As mentioned above, the compromised node R3 selectively
drops data packets. On the other hand, the other malicious
node R2 pampers its partner R3 and forges the result of
downstream monitoring. To explain the collusive behaviors
of R2 and R3 , we denote nU (vi , vi−1 ) and nD (vi , vi+1 ),
respectively, as the numbers of data packets received by
vi from vi−1 and dropped by vi+1 in a processing period.
Moreover, nF (vi ) means the number of packets delivered to
the downstream node. According to the definitions of opinions
to the upstream and the downstream, the upstream opinion
of Ri (i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}) is determined by comparing (1 −
nU (Ri , Ri−1 )/nU (Ri−1 , Ri−2 )) with the upstream threshold,
and the downstream opinion of Ri is calculated by comparing
nD (Ri , Ri+1 )/nF (Ri ) with the downstream threshold. Because all nodes other than R2 and R3 behave normally, the
upstream opinion of R1 , R2 and the downstream opinion of
R3 , R4 must be normal. Since the malicious node R2 does
not drop packets, it is obvious that the downstream opinion
of R1 is normal too. While R2 is supposed to monitor the
dropping behavior of R3 , R2 does not tell the truth because the
two nodes are collusive. Thus, the downstream opinion of R2
is normal regardless of high values of nD (R2 , R3 )/nF (R2 ).
For the node R3 , the upstream opinion is still normal due to
the fact that R2 does not drop packets. Finally, we examine
the upstream opinion of the normal node R4 . Since the
node R3 drops some packets, the value of nU (R4 , R3 ) is
in fact much smaller than that of nU (R3 , R2 ). However, the
node R3 will tamper the value of nU (R3 , R2 ) in order to
dramatically decrease the value of nU (R4 , R3 )/nU (R3 , R2 ).
Therefore, the upstream opinion of R4 will still be normal.
Then, the collaborative grey hole attack launched by R2 and
R3 successfully evades CAD detection.
C. Assumptions
As we mentioned before, MRs in infrastructure WMNs form
a mesh backbone for conventional MCs. Thus, we assume that
all MRs are stationary and have enough processing and storage
capacities as well as available power supply. Moreover, the
inherent characteristics of WMNs, such as the broadcast nature
of the radio transmission, the absence of an infrastructure, the
multi-hop communications, the dynamical topology, and the
decentralized and self-organizing nature make secure service
a challenge. Therefore, there are extensive research efforts
in key management and certificate management in wireless
and mobile networks [30] [32]. Specifically, some practical
solutions for key management were proposed to eliminate the
key management centre and handle the dynamics, such as the
multi-hop proxy encryption [33], the physical-layer-based key
generation [34], secure clustering along with a pairwise key
management based on public key cryptography [35]. On the
other hand, the solutions for efficient public key certificate
management in wireless and mobile networks were discussed
in [32] [36]. To enhance the survivability of key management
in the presence of different attacks, a Survivable Group-based
Public Key Management (SG-PKM) was proposed to serve
as a public key infrastructure for wireless networks [37].
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Above all, the selection of the key management scheme and
the certificate management scheme highly depends on the
intrinsic characteristics of target wireless networks, such as the
network architecture, the topology dynamics, the resource constraints in terms of communication, computation and storage
overheads. Moreover, these methods of the key management
and the certificate management become more practical as the
performance of wireless and mobile networks increase. Here,
we consider that the WMN is protected by an efficient key
management scheme which is beyond the scope of this paper.
Furthermore, we consider that MRs take advantage of link-bylink protection, e.g., by following the IEEE 802.11 Standard
[2]. This implies that all nodes support robust security network association (RSNA) and simultaneous authentication of
equals (SAE). In addition, MRs adopt incremental hashing by
adding (AdHASH) [38] and the elliptic curve digital signature
algorithm (ECDSA) [39] in order to protect message integrity
and provide tamper resistance. Furthermore, our proposed
detection method is based on the following six assumptions:
1) The WMN is strongly connected, and the majority of
MRs are normal. Thus, when selective forwarding attacks
occur, with a high probability the transmission path can be
switched to another route comprised of normal nodes.
2) The WMN is based on the IEEE 802.11 Mesh Coordination Function (MCF) contention-based Enhanced Distributed
Channel Access (EDCA) protocol [2], which is extended from
Distributed Coordination Function (DCF), the basic medium
access control (MAC) protocol of IEEE 802.11. For simplicity,
we further consider that all traffic streams have the same user
priority (UP).
3) Strong security measures such as access control, authentication, encryption and inter-mesh access point controls, etc.,
are incorporated in the gateways so that they are resistant
to attacks by adversaries. In-depth discussion on techniques
addressing attacks to gateways in WMNs can be found in [40].
4) Each MR has sufficient buffer space for packet forwarding. This implies that data packets could only be dropped due
to poor channel quality, medium access collisions or selective
forwarding attacks.
5) Since multiple routes may exist with respect to a data
flow, the source node of the flow could receive several route
replies in the route discovery phase. We require the source
node to buffer these routes to avoid the overhead of new route
discoveries.
6) Single path transmission is used; i.e., every source node
uses one transmission path at a time to transmit data packets.
Multi-path transmission is out of the scope of this paper.
IV. F ORWARDING A SSESSMENT BASED D ETECTION
S CHEME
A. Overview
The proposed FADE scheme improves previous detection
schemes using the two operations outlined below: 1) monitoring the behaviors of the downstream nodes based on twohop acknowledgements and 2) multidimensional assessment
based detection. We would like to emphasize that all MRs in
WMNs run FADE independently. Besides, FADE is a noncryptographic scheme and can work with different underlying
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routing protocols, such as AODV [31] and Optimized Link
State Routing (OLSR) [41]. We also argue that the link
security between two peer mesh nodes should be ensured
via link-layer security protocols, e.g., as specified in [2], to
defend against external attackers from overhearing, modification, forging, etc. Mesh link security protocols are used to
authenticate a pair of mesh nodes and to establish session
keys between them, including mesh temporal key (MTK) and
mesh group temporal key (MGTK). MTK is used to protect
communications between two peer mesh nodes while MGTK
is used to protect group addressed MAC protocol data units
(MPDUs) transmitted to peer mesh nodes. Therefore, MPDUs
are protected between two peer mesh nodes. Thus the FADE
scheme is designed to mitigate collusive internal attackers.
Two-hop acknowledgement based monitoring. Since we
adopt mesh link security protocols to provide link-by-link
encryption, conventional detection methods that rely on overhearing the wireless channel no longer work. Thus, we use
the two-hop acknowledgement mechanism [26] to assess the
downstream nodes behaviors. By doing this, FADE is compatible with new security features provided by the up-to-date
IEEE 802.11 standard. We modify the routing tables of MRs
to store the information of their two-hop neighbors.
Forwarding assessment based detection of attacks. We
have shown above that collaborative grey hole attacks can
evade detection of CAD, which is a typical method to detect
stand-alone attackers. Hence, we propose a multidimensional
assessment approach incorporating downstream and end-toend assessments to detect potential collaborative grey hole
attacks by checking for consistency between the opinion of the
downstream assessment and that of the end-to-end assessment.
B. Detailed Description
To describe the FADE scheme in detail, we use the parameters and variables summarized in Table I. In addition, vi−1 and
vi+1 refer to the upstream and the downstream nodes of an
intermediate node vi , respectively. The FADE scheme consists
of attack information collection, attack detection and attack
reaction. Under the assumption of infinite packet buffer, data
packets may only be dropped due to poor channel quality,
medium access collisions or selective forwarding attacks.
Thus, the proposed scheme needs to differentiate real attacks
from normal packet losses. We will show how to estimate the
loss rate and how to select the optimal detection thresholds
in Section V. In this section, we present the FADE scheme
with given detection thresholds. Note that the transmission
paths of multiple session flows are likely to be different from
each other. Thus, the FADE scheme is designed on the basis
of session flows. Here, a session can be expressed as a sixtuple hsnid, saddr, sport, daddr, dport, protoi, where snid
means the unique identification of the session flow assigned by
the source node after the session is established, proto refers
to the transmission layer protocol in use. saddr/sport and
daddr/dport are the source address/port and the destination
address/port of the flow, respectively.
1) Attack Information Collection: In FADE, the source MR
continuously sends data packets within a window at a certain
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TABLE I
S UMMARY OF S YSTEM PARAMETERS AND VARIABLES
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TABLE II
A LGORITHMS FOR ATTACK I NFORMATION C OLLECTION

Symbol

Definition

Algorithm 1

S
G
vi
N RXii−1
N T Xi
N ACKi
WD
PD
i
PE
Pattk
τD
τE
∗
τD
∗
τE
Oii+1
i
OG
idn
id2h
idp
SIGNi
nonce
k
maxT ry
AR
C
pl
pb
pm
pn
pa
RF P
RF N
L

Source node of a forwarding path
Destination gateway of a forwarding path
An intermediate node on a forwarding path
Number of data packets received by vi from vi−1
Number of data packets sent by node vi
Number of two-hop acknowledgements received by vi
Window size (in terms of the number of data packets)
Distrust probability of the downstream node
End-to-end distrust probability of node vi
Ratio of malicious nodes in the WMN
Downstream detection threshold
End-to-end detection threshold
Optimal downstream threshold
Optimal end-to-end threshold
Opinion of node vi to the downstream node vi+1
Opinion of G to the intermediate node vi
Identification of the next hop node
Identification of the two-hop downstream node
Identification of the previous hop node
ECDSA signature generated by node vi
Random number generated by S
Retransmission counter of sent CHALLENGE packets
Maximum number of CHALLENGE retransmissions
Abnormal router set
Multiple interfaces equipped by the MRs
Estimated normal loss rate over an interface
Packet loss rate due to poor channel quality
Packet loss rate due to medium access collision
Estimated normal loss rate of a mesh link
Selective dropping rate of a malicious mesh node
Total false positive rate of FADE
Total false negative rate of FADE
Length of a transmission path

Executed at the source node (S)
1. N T XS = 0, N ACKS = 0
2. while N T XS ≤ W D do
3.
SendData(G) // send a new packet to G
4.
N T XS = N T XS + 1
5.
if RecvAck(id2h) then
6.
N ACKS = N ACKS + 1
idn = 0, P
7. OS
D = N ACKS /N T XS
8. if PD > τD then
idn = 1
9.
OS
idn , SIGN )
10. SendChallenge(S, nonce, N T XS , OS
S
11. k = k + 1
12. StartTimer(reply rx)
13. while reply rx.expired and k ≤ maxT ry do
idn , SIGN )
14.
SendChallenge(S, nonce, N T XS , OS
S
15.
k =k+1
16.
ReStartTimer(reply rx)
17. if RecvReply(idn) or k > maxT ry then
18.
Activate attack reaction
Executed at an intermediate node (i)
1. N RXiidp = 0, N T Xi = 0, N ACKi = 0
2. if RecvData(idp) then
3.
N RXiidp = N RXiidp + 1
4.
ForwardData(idn)
5.
N T Xi = N T Xi + 1
6. else if RecvAck(id2h) then
7.
N ACKi = N ACKi + 1
8. else if RecvChallenge(idp) then
9.
Oiidn = 0, PD = N ACKi /N T Xi
10.
if PD > τD then
11.
Oiidn = 1
12.
if idn == G then
13.
AppendToChallenge(i, N RXiidp , SIGNi )
14.
else
15.
AppendToChallenge(i, N RXiidp , Oiidn , SIGNi )
16.
ForwardChallenge(idn)
17. else if RecvReply(idn) then
18.
ForwardReply(idp)
Executed at the destination gateway (G)
idp
1. N RXG
=0
2. if RecvData(idp) then
idp
idp
3.
N RXG
= N RXG
+1
4.
DeliverDataToUpperLayer()
5. else if RecvChallenge(idp) then
6.
Activate attack detection
7.
if AR == ∅ then
8.
SendReply(Positive)
9.
else
10.
SendReply(Negative, AR)

rate until W D packets have been sent. W D is defined as
the window size in terms of the number of data packets
between two consecutive CHALLENGE packets. Then, the
source originates a CHALLENGE packet and sends it to the
destination in order to collect attack information. Each MR
maintains two packet counters in the window with respect
to a session flow: one for received packets, and the other
for two-hop acknowledgements. The two counters are initialized whenever the MR is selected as a relay node of the
session flow. When a MR receives a new data packet from
its upstream MR, it increments its received packet counter.
After the MR forwards the packet to its downstream MR,
it waits for the corresponding link layer acknowledgement
from the downstream MR and the two-hop acknowledgement
(sent in the IP-layer) from the two-hop downstream MR. The
former acknowledgement is used as the evidence of its normal
forwarding behaviors, and the latter one is used to prove
normal forwarding behaviors of its downstream MR. Since
mesh link security protocols ensure link-by-link security, we
trust that acknowledgements are generated by the right MRs.

When the MR receives the acknowledgement from its two-hop
downstream MR, it updates the counter of two-hop acknowledgements. So, a smaller value of W D gives more timely
detection of attacks but incurs more detection overheads in
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a WMN. Each intermediate MR receiving the CHALLENGE
packet adds its opinions towards the downstream neighbor and
the number of received packets into the CHALLENGE packet.
Table II shows the pseudo codes of the algorithms for attack
information collection, which is run periodically in every
window. Now we present an example of the CHALLENGE
packet, in which we show changes of the carried message
along with forwarding over a simple path. Consider a simple
path consisting of four intermediate MRs, i.e., S, v1 , v2 , v3 ,
v4 , G. We denote the message observed by node vi as Mi .
Thus, the message carried by the CHALLENGE packet at each
intermediate node is as follows:
M1 : S | nonce | N T XS | OSidn | SIGNS
M2 : M1 | v1 | N RXvS1 | Ovv12 | SIGNv1
M3 : M2 | v2 | N RXvv21 | Ovv23 | SIGNv2
M4 : M3 | v3 | N RXvv32 | Ovv34 | SIGNv3
MG : M4 | v4 | N RXvv43 | SIGNv4
The destination G uses the random number nonce to detect
replay attacks. Each intermediate node protects the modified
message from tampering by attaching an ECDSA signature on
the digest of the message. In order to avoid attacks on the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem, the length of private key
is required to be larger than 160 bits [39]. Thus, the length of
the public key (a point on the selected elliptic curve) and that
of the private key are determined to be 50 bytes (400 bits) and
25 bytes (200 bits), respectively. In addition, we use AdHASH
[38] to improve the efficiency of message digest generation. In
AdHASH, the message to be hashed is divided into multiple
blocks. The key characteristics of AdHASH are incremental
hashing and fast modulo addition. As an example, we denote
M = m1 · · · mp and M 0 = M mp+1 · · · mp+q as the original
message and the modified message, respectively, and mi (i =
1, . . . , p) as the ith block of M . Then, the final hash value of
M 0 is hash(M 0 ) = hash(M mp+1 · · · mp+q ) = hash(M ) +
hash(mp+1 · · · mp+q ) = hash(M ) + hash(mp+1 ) + · · · +
hash(mp+q ). Hence, it only needs additional q hashing and
q modulo addition operations to generate the hash value for
M 0 . In a practical design, we select hash to be SHA-1 [42].
2) Attack Detection: When the destination receives the
CHALLENGE packet, it retrieves attack information regarding
all intermediate MRs. Furthermore, the destination gives an
opinion about each intermediate node by examining its endto-end distrust probability. Then, the opinion of the destination
is compared with that of the upstream neighbor. The pseudo
code of the algorithms for attack detection is shown in Table
III. Taking some intermediate node vi as an example, there
are four possible cases:
i
i
= 0 and OG
= 0. This case means that no selective
1) Oi−1
forwarding attack exists, and node vi is behaving normally.
i
i
2) Oi−1
= 1 and OG
= 1. This case indicates a stand-alone
grey hole attack by node vi . Node vi−1 accuses its downstream
node vi by obtaining the distrust probability of vi larger than
the threshold τD . Meanwhile, the number of packets received
by vi+1 from vi is less than W D·(1−τE ), resulting in the endto-end distrust probability of vi to be larger than the threshold
i
i
τE . Therefore, both Oi−1
and OG
are set to 1.
i
i
3) Oi−1 = 0 and OG = 1. This case indicates a collaborative grey hole attack by malicious nodes vi−1 and vi . In
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TABLE III
A LGORITHMS FOR ATTACK D ETECTION
Algorithm 2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
17.
18.
19.

AR = ∅
for id = G to the next hop of S do
Denote uid as the ID of id’s upstream node
VerifySignature(SIGNuid )
if verification fails then
AR = AR ∪ {uid}
uid = 0, P uid = 1 − N RX uid /W D
OG
E
id
uid > τ
if PE
E then
uid = 1
OG
for id = S to idp do
Denote did as the ID of id’s downstream node
Denote d2hid as the ID of did’s downstream node
did == 0 and O did == 1 then
if Oid
G
AR = AR ∪ {id, did}
did == 1 and O did == 0 then
else if Oid
G
AR = AR ∪ {id, d2hid}
did == 1 and O did == 1 then
else if Oid
G
AR = AR ∪ {did}
else
AR = AR ∪ ∅
return AR

this case, no matter what the results of downstream distrust
probability are, node vi−1 refrains from accusing its partner
i
vi , which results in Oi−1
= 0. However, the normal node
vi+1 marks the number of received packets from vi into
the CHALLENGE message honestly. Then, the gateway G
will detect these collusive nodes by obtaining the end-to-end
distrust probability of vi larger than the threshold τE . Hence,
i
= 1.
OG
i
i
4) Oi−1
= 1 and OG
= 0. This case suggests two
possible attacks. One is the malicious accusation attack by
node vi−1 , and the other is the counterfeit mark attack by node
vi+1 . For the former attack, node vi−1 intentionally accuses
its downstream node vi regardless of its normal forwarding
i
i
behaviors. Hence, Oi−1
= 1. However, the value of N RXi+1
marked by node vi+1 gives a positive evidence that node vi has
i
forwarded all packets. Therefore, OG
= 0. Regarding the latter
attack, node vi , in fact, drops a portion of the packets. Node
vi−1 accuses its downstream node by obtaining the distrust
i
= 1.
probability of vi larger than the threshold τD . So, Oi−1
However, the malicious node vi+1 tampers the number of
i
packets received from vi to satisfy N RXi+1
< W D·(1−τE ).
i
Hence, OG = 0. A feasible method to distinguish the two
attacks is to check the link acknowledgements received by vi
from vi+1 . If node vi generates enough positive evidences to
indicate that it is forwarding packets honestly, then the former
attack occurs, otherwise the latter one happens.
3) Attack Reaction: As shown in Table II, after the gateway
G receives a CHALLENGE message from the source node
S, G sends a REPLY message indicating potential malicious
MRs. In order to protect the REPLY message from tampering,
an ECDSA signature signed by G is attached. Moreover,
the random number nonce extracted from the CHALLENGE
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message is inserted into the REPLY message to defeat the
replay attack. The source node S performs attack reaction
after receiving the REPLY message or the value of k exceeds
maxT ry. Therefore, there are three cases listed as follows:
1) S receives a Positive REPLY. This case indicates that
all intermediate nodes along the path are behaving normally.
Therefore, S continues transmitting data packets in the next
window.
2) S receives a Negative REPLY. This case implies that
there are some attacks in the routing path. From the REPLY
message, S obtains a list of suspicious nodes, i.e., AR. Then,
the source can filter falsely accused nodes using an evidence
collection mechanism, which is out of our current design. Once
the list of malicious nodes is determined, the source switches
the transmission path to the one that does not involve any node
in the list.
3) The value of k exceeds maxT ry. This case appears
due to three possible reasons: a) The CHALLENGE packet
is dropped by some malicious node; b) The REPLY packet
is dropped by some malicious node; c) Poor channel quality
or medium access collisions. In [9], the authors proposed
a hop-by-hop query method to locate the malicious nodes.
However, the method requires the source node to send a few
query packets, which incurs a lot of overheads. Hence in
FADE, we select another path in the route buffer to provide
a route for subsequent packets. The motivation of our method
is to mitigate the overheads of hop-by-hop query. Although
identification of the malicious nodes (if they truly exist) may
be delayed, the routing security is ensured by using a new route
under the assumption that the majority of MRs are normal.
C. Discussion
We investigate some details of the proposed scheme and
discuss its cost and other issues in practical usage.
1) Forged Two-hop Acknowledgement: As mentioned before, the two-hop acknowledgement is implemented at the
network layer. So, it is possible for a two-hop downstream
attacker to modify the acknowledgement, resulting in a false
negative opinion on the downstream node (if it is actually
normal). However, we can identify this case by integrating the
corresponding end-to-end opinion with link layer evidences
possessed by the victim node. As long as the source node
collects enough evidences from the victim and gets a positive
end-to-end opinion, the falsely accused victim will be removed
from AR. Hence, secure evidence collection is of great concern. Since MRs in infrastructure WMNs are mostly deployed
in a stationary manner, it is feasible to use a pre-allocated side
channel that is unknown to other nodes, to securely transmit
evidences from the victim to the source. A drawback is that
allocating side channels increases the system cost somewhat.
2) Computation and Memory Overheads Reduction: Since
we exploit several cryptographic techniques to defend against
outside attackers, computation and memory overheads are of
great concern in real networks. Due to various constraints, it is
not possible to give a thorough evaluation of computation and
memory consumption in this paper. Here, we briefly discuss
methods for overhead reduction. In FADE, the length of the
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public key and that of the private key are determined to be 50
bytes (400 bits) and 25 bytes (200 bits), respectively, to meet
the security requirements of ECDSA [39]. Thus, each MR
stores 75 bytes of keys for itself, while the gateway stores
not only its own keys but also all public keys of the MRs
in the WMN. Hence, the storage cost of the gateway with
respect to ECDSA keys is (75 + 50N ) bytes, where N is
the number of MRs in the network. There are two possible
ways to reduce the memory overhead: 1) Using shorter keys
for security assurance; 2) Delegating signature verification to
a trusted third party. Then, the gateway does not need to store
public keys of all MRs. As a matter of fact, it is also an
effective way to reduce computation overheads of generating
and updating FADE messages. However, the latter method
incurs higher bandwidth consumption and detection delay. In
general, there is a tradeoff between cost and performance in
security mechanism design.
3) Performance Improvement of FADE: As described
above, the sensitive information of all the nodes that comprise
a route is correlated by the destination node to detect attackers.
Thus, the delay of attack detection highly depends on the route
length. To reduce this delay, we propose to divide the whole
WMN into multiple domains. Assume that each domain has
a powerful MR, which hosts a security authority (SA) agent
that is capable of performing attack detection and reaction. To
speed up the assessment of grey hole attacks, the node on the
border of a domain sends currently collected information to
the SA. Then, the SA performs domain assessment (a variant
of the combination of downstream assessment and end-to-end
assessment), and then replies to the source node. Although the
method can improve the performance of FADE, the security
of MRs running SA must be assured, or else this performance
improvement method may compromise the security of the
WMN.
V. D ETERMINATION OF D ETECTION T HRESHOLDS
Note that in ad hoc routing it is usually assumed that there
are some criteria to determine whether a node is a neighbor
or not, depending on the quality of the link to this node. A
poor link quality would cause breakage of the established route
and trigger a route maintenance. Since this paper is concerned
with grey hole attack at the network layer, route breakages
and maintenance are not taken into consideration here. Furthermore, adjacent MRs can relay packets using different nonoverlapping channels to mitigate intra-flow interferences, thus
normal packet losses are assumed to be independent events at
different MRs. Based on these assumptions, we present the
∗
results of τD
and τE∗ by minimizing the sum of the false
positive and false negative rates of FADE.
A. Normal Loss Rate
The normal packet loss rate pl over an interface c is
calculated by
pl (c) = pb + pm − pb · pm ,

(1)

where pb and pm , respectively, denote the packet loss rates
due to poor channel quality and medium access collisions.
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Furthermore, we focus on packet losses due to the selective
forwarding attack and consider that the normal packet loss
rate is much smaller than the selective dropping rate when a
forwarding attack is ongoing. Then, the estimated normal loss
rate of a mesh link is approximately defined as the maximum
normal loss rate over all interfaces, i.e.,
pn = maxpl (c).
c∈C

(2)

Similar to [9], we model the underlying wireless channel as
the two-state Markov model, also known as the Gilbert model,
regarding the packet loss due to poor channel quality. The
model has two states known as the good state and bad state.
Let pgb denote the transition probability from the good state to
the bad one, and pbg vice versa. The meaning of pgb (or pbg )
is the probability that the next packet is lost (or delivered),
provided the previous one has been delivered (or lost). Note
that usually pgb < pbg . Then, the steady state probabilities
denoted respectively by πg and πb for the good and bad states
can be computed as πg = pbg /(pbg +pgb ) and πb = pgb /(pbg +
pgb ). To calculate pbg and pgb , a feasible way is using the
loss length distribution statistics, which has been discussed in
detail in [43]. Hence, we define the normal loss rate due to
poor channel quality by
pb = πb = pgb /(pbg + pgb ).

(3)

Regarding packet losses due to medium access collisions,
we consider that the WMN employs IEEE 802.11 MCF
EDCA. For simplicity, we also assume that all traffic streams
have the same UP, in which case MCF reduces to the same
access method as DCF [2]. We adopt the analytical results
in [9] to estimate the packet loss rate due to medium access
collisions. Therefore, the relationships among channel busy
ratio (Rb ), the probability that a node transmits in a time slot
(pt ) and the normal loss rate due to medium access collisions
(pm ) are given by

 pi = (1 − pt )n
ps = n · pt · (1 − pt )n−1
(4)

pc = 1 − p i − ps
Rb = 1 − (pi · σ)/(pi · σ + ps · Ts + pc · Tc ),

(5)

pm = 1 − (1 − pt )n−1 ,

(6)

where pi , ps and pc are the steady state probabilities of idle,
successful and colliding slots, respectively [9]; n is the number
of nodes contending for channel access; σ, Ts and Tc are the
slot length, the duration of a successful transmission and the
duration of a collision, respectively, as derived from [2].
B. The Optimal Detection Thresholds
Since FADE detects selective forwarding attacks based
on downstream and end-to-end assessments using the above
thresholds, the false positive and false negative rates of FADE
highly depend on these thresholds. Larger thresholds give a
lower false positive rate but a higher false negative rate. We
further consider that the false positive and false negative rates
have the same weight because a good detection scheme should
consider both false positives and false negatives in order to
gain considerable performance.
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1) The Total False Positive Rate: When normal losses exist,
a false alarm occurs when a packet drop due to normal loss
is falsely attributed to selective forwarding attack. In fact,
FADE detects selective forwarding attacks by comparing the
monitored loss rate with the detection thresholds. Then, a
burst of normal losses may cause a false alarm if the ratio
of packet losses to the number of transmitted packets in a
window exceeds the downstream or the end-to-end threshold.
On the other hand, since FADE is based on multidimensional
assessments, we need to analyze the total false positive rate
over a transmission path.
Downstream false positive rate. Each intermediate node
vi gives its opinion on the behaviors of the downstream
node by calculating the ratio of the number of two-hop
acknowledgements received from vi+2 to the number of sent
packets. Let Npkt denote the number of data packets sent by
vi in a window. Thus, the number of packet losses without
triggering a FADE alarm is no more than Npkt ·τD . When there
is no attack in the WMN, a downstream false alarm appears
if and only if the number of normal losses exceeds Npkt · τD .
Therefore, the downstream false positive rate, denoted as RFv P ,
is given by
µ
¶
Npkt
X
Npkt
RFv P =
· pin · (1 − pn )Npkt −i
i
i=Npkt ·τD +1
(7)
¶
Npkt ·τD µ
X
Npkt
=1−
· pin · (1 − pn )Npkt −i .
i
i=0

When Npkt is sufficiently large, a reasonable approximation to
the binomial distribution B(Npkt , pn ) is given by the normal
distribution with mean Npkt ·pn and variance Npkt ·pn ·(1−pn ),
i.e., N (Npkt ·pn , (Npkt ·pn ·(1−pn ))1/2 ) [44]. Furthermore, we
apply a continuity correction of 0.5 to improve the accuracy
of the Normal approximation to binomial probabilities. Thus,
the definition of RFv P in (7) can be reformed to
Z Npkt
√·τD −Npkt ·pn +1/2
1 2
1
Npkt ·pn ·(1−pn )
v
RF P ≈ 1 − √
e− 2 x dx. (8)
−Npkt ·pn −1/2
2π √
Npkt ·pn ·(1−pn )

End-to-end false positive rate. The gateway gives its opinion on whether a suspicious node exists or not by comparing
the number of data packets received by some intermediate
node from its upstream node within the window. Let d denote
the maximum difference between the length of the window
and the number of received packets with respect to each
intermediate node on a given path. When there is no attack
in the WMN, an end-to-end false alarm appears if and only
if d > W D · τE . Hence, the end-to-end false positive rate,
denoted as RFe P , is given by
µ
¶
W
D
X
WD
RFe P =
· pdn · (1 − pn )W D−d
d
d=W D·τE +1
(9)
D·τE −W D·pn +1/2
Z W√
W D·pn ·(1−pn )
1
− 21 x2
e
dx.
≈1− √
2π √−W D·pn −1/2
W D·pn ·(1−pn )

Total false positive rate. As we discussed before, FADE
alerts an anomaly if any of the following three cases occurs:
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(a) an alarm triggered by downstream assessments; (b) an
alarm triggered by end-to-end assessments; (c) both (a) and
(b). Therefore, the total false positive rate of FADE is
RF P = 1 − (1 − RFv P )L + RFe P − [1 − (1 − RFv P )L ] · RFe P
= 1 − (1 − RFe P ) · (1 − RFv P )L .

(10)

2) The Total False Negative Rate: A missed detection
event occurs if FADE does not raise an alarm when selective
forwarding attacks exist.
Downstream false negative rate. No downstream alarm
occurs if the number of packet losses is no more than Npkt ·τD .
Therefore, the downstream false negative rate, denoted as
RFv N , is given by
¶
Npkt ·τD µ
X
Npkt
RFv N =
· (pn + pa )i · (1 − pn − pa )Npkt −i
i
i=0

Z N√pkt ·τD −Npkt ·(pn +pa )+1/2
1 2
1
Npkt ·(pn +pa )·(1−pn −pa )
≈√
e− 2 x dx.
−Npkt ·(pn +pa )−1/2
2π √
Npkt ·(pn +pa )·(1−pn −pa )

(11)
End-to-end false negative rate. No end-to-end alarm occurs if the number of packet losses is no more than W D · τE .
Hence, the end-to-end false negative rate, denoted as RFe N , is
given by
¶
WX
D·τE µ
WD
e
RF P =
· (pn + pa )d · (1 − pn − pa )W D−d
d
d=0

1
≈√
2π

Z

W D·τE −W D·(pn +pa )+1/2

√

√

W D·(pn +pa )·(1−pn −pa )
−W D·(pn +pa )−1/2

1

2

e− 2 x dx.

W D·(pn +pa )·(1−pn −pa )

(12)

Total false negative rate. FADE fails to give an alarm if
both downstream assessments and end-to-end assessments fail
not detect packet loss events caused by selective forwarding
attacks. Thus, the total false negative rate of FADE is
RF N = (RFv N )L · RFe N .

(13)

3) Computation of the Optimal Thresholds: Based on (10)
and (13), we find that the total false positive rate increases
as each threshold increases but the total false negative rate
decreases. Since the sum of RF P and RF N is a convex
function with respect to τD and τE , we can derive the optimal
∗
thresholds (τD
and τE∗ ) according to
d
(RF P + RF N ) |τD =τD∗ = 0
dτD

(14)

d
(RF P + RF N ) |τE =τE∗ = 0.
(15)
dτE
As shown in (9) and (12), we use the Normal distribution
as an approximation to the Binomial distribution when the
window size is large enough. As a rule of thumb [44], values
of W D and p satisfy W D · p ≥ 10 and W D · (1 − p) ≥ 10,
where p = pn for (9) and p = pn + pa for (12). Therefore,
we can compute the optimal thresholds by applying the Chain
rule and the Leibniz’s rule [45] according to (14) and (15).
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VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATIONS
A. Simulation Setup
We use network simulator ns2 (v2.33) for simulations and
evaluate the performance of FADE in terms of Packet Delivery
Ratio (P DR) and Overhead per Data Bit (ODB). As we
mentioned before, under the assumption that all traffic streams
have the same UP, the IEEE 802.11 MCF EDCA protocol
employed by MRs in the WMN has the same performance as
DCF, which is the default MAC protocol in the ns2 library.
Thus, we used this MAC protocol for all the simulations.
Furthermore, we separately implemented FADE based on the
AODV protocol [31], a classical on-demand routing protocol,
and the OLSR protocol [41], a typical link state routing
protocol. Unless explicitly specified with the results, AODV
is the underlying routing protocol used in the corresponding
experiments. All MRs in the WMN independently run FADE
to detect selective forwarding attacks.
The evaluated network in the simulations consists of a
square grid of 36 evenly-spaced stationary nodes (numbered
from node 0 to node 35 column by column) located in a
750m750m square. Node 0 at one corner serves as the source
node of the default data flow, while node 7 is the source
of the second data flow. Both data flows start at simulation
time of 5s and their destinations are set to node 35 (at the
opposite corner to node 0), which functions as the gateway.
The source nodes originate User Datagram Protocol (UDP) /
constant bit rate (CBR) flows with a packet size of 200 bytes to
its intended gateway. The average number of malicious nodes,
which are randomly selected via a random number generator, is determined with the parameter Pattk . For simplicity,
malicious nodes have the same selective dropping rate and
perform grey hole attacks when simulations start. Moreover,
stand-alone attackers honestly assess each other, similar to
what normal nodes behave in downstream assessments, while
collusive attackers refrain from accusing each other if they are
neighbors of each other. We also assume that all the interfaces
have the same wireless channel model. Each simulation lasts
300 seconds, and each data point in the simulation results is an
average of 20 independent runs. More parameters are listed as
follows: Transmission range and vertical/horizontal distances
between adjacent nodes are set to 250 meters and 150 meters,
respectively. Omni-antenna is used as the antenna model, and
the Gilbert model is adopted to model the underlying wireless
channel. Furthermore, since there are three non-overlapping
channels for IEEE 802.11b/g [2] in the 2.4GHz Industrial,
Scientific and Medical band, and the basic 802.11 DCF MAC
layer protocol is implemented in the ns2 simulator by default,
the number of interfaces per node is set to 3 in our experiments
in order to reduce interferences between successive hops. Note
that the proposed scheme is also effective when the number of
non-overlapping channels increases by letting the MAC layer
protocol work according to another specification in the set of
IEEE 802.11 standards, such as the IEEE 802.11a working
in 5.8GHz. One reason is that the routing protocol utilizes
multiple channels to reduce interferences, and the other reason
is that the proposed scheme intends to detect grey hole attacks
that occur in the network layer. Thus, the selection of the
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MAC layer protocol does not have great influence on the
performance of the proposed scheme. Moreover, the parameter
maxT ry is assigned the same value of 2 as in [9] for the
convenience of comparison.
We evaluate the performance of FADE in four cases. Firstly,
we examine the adjustment of the optimal detection thresholds
regarding the network load. We change the number of data
flows and the data bit rate to illustrate the adaptation of FADE
to network dynamics. Taking the default data flow originated
from node 0 that is at the opposite corner of the grid to the
gateway, we then evaluate the performance of FADE with
respect to different window sizes. Since a larger window
results in a higher loss rate under attacks as well as a smaller
overhead, we would like to select a proper window length
to tradeoff the two contradictory metrics. Furthermore, we
investigate the performance of FADE with different ratios of
malicious nodes to test its effectiveness under varied threat
levels and different underlying routing protocols. Lastly, we
compare the proposed scheme with CAD [9] and Sprout [28]
regarding different ratios of malicious nodes under stand-alone
and collaborative grey hole attacks.
B. Simulation Results and Analysis
Before we present the simulation results, we define effective
bytes in a packet as the payload length of the packet expressed
in terms of bytes. Furthermore, we define P DR and ODB
as follows: the P DR of a flow is the number of data packets
received by the gateway divided by the number of data packets
sent by the source, and the ODB is defined by
ODB = (LRT + LF ADE )/LDAT A ,

where pd = (1 − pn )l is the probability of a successful
transmission.
Then, when the WMN is in the steady state, the overhead
of FADE in terms of ODB is given by
ODB ∗ = LF ADE /LDAT A .

(19)

Finally, we have
ODB ∗ ≤

·
¸
(l − 1)LF 1 + p2d − (1 + p2d + Kp2d )(1 − p2d )K
2 · W D · LD · p3d · (1 − pa )Pattk ·l

,

(20)
where K is an alias name of maxT ry.
1) Adjustment of the Optimal Thresholds With Respect to
the Network Load: In this part, we evaluate the ability of
FADE to adapt to network dynamics, where W D and pa
are set to 200 and 10%, respectively. Fig. 2 illustrates the
adaptation of the optimal downstream threshold with respect
to varied network load in terms of the number of data flows
and the data bit rate. We have two main observations from Fig.
∗
2. Firstly, τD
increases with a larger data bit rate when the
∗
number of data flows is fixed. Secondly, τD
also increases if
the number of data flows increases. In the former case, a larger

(16)

where LRT and LF ADE are the total number of effective bytes
in routing messages and FADE packets (including CHALLENGE and REPLY), which are sent or forwarded by MRs,
respectively. LDAT A is the total number of effective bytes in
data packets received by the gateway. Specifically, we examine
the changes of ODB regarding different values of W D to
evaluate the overhead of the proposed scheme when the WMN
is in the steady state. Then, we validate our analytical results
through simulations. Let LD be the length of a data packet,
and LC and LR refer to the lengths of the CHALLENGE
and REPLY packets, respectively. We further denote LF as
LC + LR . Since grey hole attacks or normal packet losses
result in dropping data packets, the total number of effective
bytes of data packets received in each window is
LDAT A = LD · W D · (1 − pn )l · (1 − pa )Pattk ·l ,

10

Fig. 2. The optimal downstream threshold versus the network load, where
pa = 10%, pgb = 0.052 and pbg = 0.99.

(17)

where l is the route length. On the other hand, the source
node would retransmit the CHALLENGE message if it fails
to receive REPLY message within a certain time. Therefore,
average number of effective bytes of FADE packets between
two continuously retransmitted CHALLENGE messages is
approximately ((l − 1)/2) · LF . Thus, the total number of
effective bytes of FADE packets is given by
¸
maxT
Xry · (k + 1)(l − 1)
p2d LF (1 − p2d )k−1 ,
LF ADE ≤
2
k=1
(18)

Fig. 3. The optimal end-to-end threshold versus the network load, where
pa = 10%, pgb = 0.052 and pbg = 0.99.
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Fig. 4. Results of adjusting thresholds with random normal loss rates and
statistical results of P DR, where FADE = ON, Pattk = 0.3 and pa = 30%.

bit rate incurs a bigger probability of medium access collision
(see the change of pm ). Then, the estimated normal loss rate
pn increases as well according to (1) and (2), as depicted
in Fig. 2. To avoid a high false positive rate, the optimal
∗
adapts accordingly. Similarly in the latter case,
threshold τD
the estimated normal loss rate might increase due to traffic
∗
, compared with
interferences. Thus, the optimal threshold τD
the case of one data flow, also increases if two data flows
coexist in the simulated network. From Fig. 3, we can make
similar conclusions on the adaptation of the optimal end-to-end
threshold. When the data bit rate or the number of data flows
raises, the optimal threshold τE∗ increases with the normal loss
rate pn . From Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, we see that FADE can adapt
to network dynamics due to varied network load.
To further evaluate the adaptation of FADE in real time,
we carried out another group of simulations in which the
channel quality varied with time. We set the ratio of the
number of collusive attackers to the network size (Pattk ) to
0.3. We also selected a value of selective dropping rate (pa )
as 0.3 and activated the FADE scheme. In each simulation, we
randomized the parameters of the Gilbert model to generate
varied channel quality. Typically, the value of pb was randomly
selected from 0.05 to 0.15. Fig. 4 illustrates results of adjusting
thresholds with random normal loss rates and statistical results
of P DR. On one hand, we observe that both τD and τE
keep pace with pn , and the values of pn , τD and τE do not
dramatically fluctuate in different simulation runs. On the other
hand, the P DR curve shows that FADE effectively maintains
the overall performance of data transmissions. Moreover, the
figure shows that P DR stabilizes with time. These results
highlight the fact that FADE can adapt to changes of normal
loss rates.
2) Performance of FADE Versus Window Size: Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6 illustrate the performance of FADE in terms of P DR
and ODB with respect to W D and pa , respectively, where
Pattk = 0.18. We see in Fig. 5 that P DR decreases with an
increase of W D. It is obvious that a big window reduces the
frequency of transmitting CHALLENGE packets. So, it suffers
delays to detect malicious nodes in the network. Fig. 5 also
shows that P DR decreases when the selective dropping rate
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increases. On the other hand, Fig. 6 depicts that both analytical
and experimental results of ODB dramatically decrease with
an increase of W D. In addition to the same reason as above,
i.e., a low frequency of transmitting CHALLENGE packets
reduces the total number of FADE packets, another reason for
this observation is the large size of a FADE packet compared
to that of a data packet. Since all intermediate nodes use
ECDSA to protect messages, they attach a new signature to
each received FADE packet before forwarding it to their next
hop. Moreover in Fig. 6, the experimental results of ODB
with pb = 0.1 are consistent with the analytical results, which
lends confidence to the correctness of (20). According to the
above results, we empirically limit the value of W D to [1000,
1400], which is a good tradeoff between the P DR (greater
than 0.9) and the ODB (less than 0.18). Therefore, we set
W D to 1000 in the following.
3) Impact of FADE on Network Performance: We examine
two cases for each underlying routing protocol, i.e., with the
FADE scheme (denoted as ”FADE = ON”) and without the
FADE scheme (denoted as ”FADE = OFF”), where W D =
1000 and pa = 30%. Fig. 7 illustrates the results of adjusting
the number of attackers with different states of FADE. We

Fig. 5. Performance of FADE in terms of P DR versus window size W D
with different values of pa , where Pattk = 0.18.

Fig. 6. Performance of FADE in terms of ODB versus window size W D
with different values of pa , where Pattk = 0.18.
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see that the P DR dramatically decreases with the increase
of the number of attackers when FADE = OFF. However, the
P DR performance maintains a high level when FADE = ON.
We also observe in Fig. 7 that no matter what the routing
protocol is, the P DR in the case of FADE = ON outperforms
the FADE = OFF case. The results justify that FADE can
be applied to different routing protocols. Taking the AODV
version FADE as an example, we see that the P DR is less
than 0.65 when FADE = OFF and the number of attackers is
12. On the contrary, when FADE = ON, the proposed scheme
enhances the P DR to about 0.83. Since stand-alone malicious
nodes appear with a high probability when the number of
attackers is small and collusive ones appear as the number of
attackers increases, the results highlight that FADE is effective
to defeat different types of grey hole attacks.
4) Performance Comparisons with Other Schemes: In this
part, we compare the FADE scheme with CAD and Sprout.
To evaluate these schemes, channel overhearing is considered
to be valid for use in CAD. Similarly, we set W D and pa to
1000 and 30%, respectively.
FADE vs CAD. Fig. 8 shows that both FADE and CAD

can protect the network against stand-alone grey hole attacks.
The reason is that whenever a malicious node drops a certain
number of data packets, its upstream node on the forwarding
path gives a negative opinion on the node. Then, the source
node will receive a negative reply and select a new route to
transmit subsequent data. However, in the case of collaborative
grey hole attacks, we see in Fig. 8 that the P DR of CAD
decreases significantly. As we described before, the node that
drops data packets will falsely mark the number of packets
received from its upstream partner. Then, the downstream
normal node always fails to give negative upstream opinions
on the attacker. On the other hand, the upstream partner of
the attacker will not give negative opinions of the attacker.
Therefore, CAD is unable to detect such sophisticated attacks.
FADE, on the contrary, is able to defeat collusive attackers
by using the end-to-end assessment based on the fact that
all downstream normal nodes honestly mark the number of
data packets received in a window. Thus, FADE can detect
such attacks when at least one normal node locates at the
downstream part of paths. Therefore, the P DR of FADE is
higher than CAD under collaborative attacks.
FADE vs Sprout. Since Sprout is a source-routed, linkstate, multi-path routing protocol [28], we compare the proposed scheme with Sprout using the OLSR version of FADE
in this part. Fig. 9 illustrates that no matter how multiple
malicious nodes behave, the P DR of FADE under collusive
attackers has no apparent differences from that under standalone attackers. We also observe similar results for Sprout.
Thus, both FADE and Sprout are effective to defeat collusive attackers. Furthermore, we see that the P DR of FADE
is higher than Sprout. As indicated in [28], Sprout adopts
probabilistic route generation and stochastic path selection
with route performance feedback to maintain the overall
performance of networks. However, it is possible to use some
existing routes that have been polluted by malicious nodes to
transmit data packets. FADE, on the contrary, ignores those
polluted paths in packet forwarding. Specifically, the OLSR
version of FADE checks the node list of a candidate path.
If one or more malicious nodes exist, then the candidate is

Fig. 8. Comparison of FADE and CAD using on-demand routing protocols:
P DR versus ratio of malicious nodes Pattk under stand-alone and collaborative grey hole attacks, where W D = 1000 and pa = 30%.

Fig. 9. Comparison of FADE and Sprout using link-state routing protocols:
P DR versus ratio of malicious nodes Pattk under stand-alone and collaborative grey hole attacks, where W D = 1000 and pa = 30%.

Fig. 7. Results of adjusting the number of attackers with different states of
FADE and statistical results of P DR, where W D = 1000 and pa = 30%.
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ignored. FADE is able to accomplish this because valid routes
are established prior to data transmission when OLSR is the
underlying routing protocol. Whenever some clean routes are
valid for use between the source and the gateway, FADE can
gain better performance than Sprout.
The experimental results presented highlight the fact that
compared with other schemes, FADE is more capable of
detecting sophisticated attacks. Furthermore, FADE is able to
adapt to network dynamics, such as poor channel quality and
medium access collisions.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a forwarding assessment
based detection scheme, which combines downstream assessments and end-to-end assessments to detect sophisticated
selective forwarding attacks. In particular, MRs monitor forwarding behaviors of their downstream nodes via two-hop
acknowledgements. By using the monitoring method instead
of the classical channel overhearing, the proposed scheme
is compatible with security features at the link layer such
as those provided by the up-to-date IEEE 802.11 standard.
To maximize the detection accuracy, we have carried out
theoretical analysis on the optimal detection thresholds under
normal losses due to poor channel quality or medium access
collisions. Our results demonstrate that the proposed scheme,
compared with existing detection schemes, is effective against
both stand-alone and collaborative grey hole attacks while
incurring a small overhead. Note that this work addresses
detection but not countermeasures against colluding malicious
MRs, which is an interesting area for further studies.
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